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ABSTRACT
Variations in the acoustic space due to changes in speaker mental
state are potentially overshadowed by variability due to speaker
identity and phonetic content. Using the Audio/Visual Emotion
Challenge and Workshop 2013 Depression Dataset we explore the
suitability of i-vectors for reducing these latter sources of
variability for distinguishing between low or high levels of speaker
depression. In addition we investigate whether supervised
variability compensation methods such as Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA), and Within Class Covariance Normalisation
(WCCN), applied in the i-vector domain, could be used to
compensate for speaker and phonetic variability. Classification
results show that i-vectors formed using an over-sampling
methodology outperform a baseline set by KL-means supervectors.
However the effect of these two compensation methods does not
appear to improve system accuracy. Visualisations afforded by the
t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-SNE) technique
suggest that despite the application of these techniques, speaker
variability is still a strong confounding effect.
Index Terms— Depression, Acoustic Variability, I-vectors,
Linear Discriminant Analysis, Within Class Covariance
Normalisation, t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding
1. INTRODUCTION
A wide range of acoustic information is modulated onto speech
signals; this potentially places an upper-bound on the accuracy of a
speech based depression classification system. Acoustic variability
that arises due to speaker characteristics, channel effects and
phonetic content has been shown to have detrimental effects on the
accuracy of recognition of a range of paralinguistic information
such as long-term speaker traits including age and gender [1],
temporary speaker traits such as intoxication [2] and sleepiness [3],
as well as transient speaker states such as emotion [4]. In emotion
recognition, in particular, it has been shown that speaker variability
affects the feature space distribution of emotional data [4]. Both
automatic emotion and depression recognition systems share
common traits; a continuous negative affect is a key symptom of
depression [5]. However depression is more steady-state compared
with the transient nature of emotions, with individuals inflicted for
weeks or months rather than seconds or minutes [6].
In speaker recognition, i-vectors, together with a range of
complementary transforms designed to further reduce errors arising
from intersession variability, have become a pseudo standard due
to their ability to compress both speaker and channel variability
into a low-dimensional feature space [7], [8]. However little work
has been done exploring the suitability of this paradigm for
modelling paralinguistic tasks which often have substantially (both
in terms of number of speakers and duration) smaller amounts of
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training data when compared with those used in speaker
recognition.
Motivated by results showing that both speaker variability and
phonetic variability have negative effects on depression
classification [9], [10], we investigate the suitability of i-vectors
for modelling depressed speech as well as the ability of the
paradigm to reduce the effects of variability not related to
depression.
2. RELATION TO PRIOR WORK
Whilst a range of prosodic [11], [12], voice quality [13], spectral
features [9], [14] and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based
supervectors [10] have been established for use in an automatic
speech based depression classifier, there are only a small number
of papers which have investigated the effects of unwanted acoustic
variability on depressed speech classification.
Results presented in [9] show that per-speaker normalisation
offers no improvement for a depression classifier indicating that, as
in emotion recognition, speaker variability has stronger effects than
variability due to depression. Work in [15] shows that depression
classification is susceptible to both speaker and channel effects.
Recent results, found using the Audio/Visual Emotion
Challenge (AVEC) and Workshop 2013 Depression Dataset, show
that Nuisance Attribute Projection (NAP) applied to KullbackLeibler (KL-means) supervectors may be able to help reduce
effects due to phonetic variability in a depression regression
system [10]. Whilst this paper focuses on i-vectors for depressed
speech classification, we also apply our final i-vector system
configuration to the depression scale prediction challenge (Section
5.4) to allow comparison with results presented in [10].
The application of i-vectors to paralinguistic speech
classification problems may be complicated by more than just the
lack of previous investigation on comparatively small databases.
Speaker traits like depression often only have examples of one
class (i.e. low or high depression but not both) from a single
speaker among the training/development data [14]. Compared with
emotion or speaker recognition, in which training databases exist
with examples of many emotions or channels per speaker [4], a
different approach will be required.
Whilst i-vectors, and the related techniques of Joint Factor
Analysis and Latent Factor Analysis, have been used in other
paralinguistic classification tasks such as age and gender analysis
[1], [16] and emotion classification [4], [17], to the best of the
authors’ knowledge this paper is the first paper to explore the
suitability of i-vectors for the classification of speech affected by
depression. Further, depression data, including AVEC, often pose
the additional challenge that speech utterances from only a single
level of depression per speaker are available.

3. I-VECTO
OR PARADIG
GM
G
Given a Univerrsal Backgroundd Gaussian mixxture Model (UB
BM) to
rrepresent the feeature distributiion of the acouustic space, indiividual
sspeech utterancces can be used to adapt this U
UBM and the resulting
G
GMM represennted as supervecctors. This allow
ws for the application
oof a number off linear vector sspace operationns but is held back by
tthe inherent hhigh dimensionality of supervvectors. The i--vector
sspace is a low dimensional suubspace onto w
which supervectoors are
m
mapped via a linear transform
mation while rretaining most of the
vvariability (useeful informationn) present in tthe supervectorr space
aand has been uused extensivelyy in speaker reecognition [7], [8]. In
tthe context off depression claassification, it is expected thhat the
U
UBM approxim
mately models tthe phonetic struucture of the accoustic
sspace and hencce the supervecctors and conseequently the i-vvectors
ccapture variatioons in this struucture due to otther factors inccluding
llevel of depresssion, speaker iidentity, channeel effects, etc. The ivvector model iss given by:
(1)
Ȱ௫ ൌ Ȱ  ܂ૐ
w
where Ȱ is thee supervector coorresponding too the UBM, Ȱ௫ is the
ssupervector corrresponding to a particular uutterance, ૐ is the ivvectors, and  ܂is
i the projectionn matrix [7], [8]].
33.1. Estimation
n of T Matrix
M
Mathematicallyy, the i-vector m
model is a factorr analysis method and
tthe  ܂matrix is estimated froom training datta. In general, results
ffrom speaker reecognition show
w that the moree training data uused in
tthe training of tthe T space, thee more accurate the final system
m [18].
we are
T
Typically of paaralinguistic speeech systems, aas the database w
uusing has a lim
mited training seet (50 files, Section 4.1), to provide
p
m
more supervecttor instances foor the estimatioon of T we uused an
ooversampling teechnique whereein multiple oveerlapping segmeents of
sspeech (subfiless) were extracteed from each file (Figure 1) [100].

Figure 1: Exam
mple of creating different
d
speech segments (subfilles) or
‘channels’ froom a single suffiiciently long audio file for extractting
supervectorrs used to estimatte T. Figure reprroduced from [10].

33.2 Variabilityy Compensation
n
T
To attempt too mitigate thee effects of sspeaker and cchannel
vvariability whille retaining varriability due too depression inn the ivvector space, ttwo forms of compensation were applied to the
ooversampled exxtracted i-vectoors. The first, Linear Discrim
minant
A
Analysis (LDA
A), attempts to ffind the linear projection
p
from
m the ivvector space thhat maximises sseparation betw
ween classes (levvels of
ddepression in thhis case), while the second, Within Class Covaariance
N
Normalisation ((WCCN), attem
mpts to minimisse variations w
within a
cclass [7], [8].
Both LDA
A and WCCN were applied on
o a per class basis;
uusing subfiles labelled withh a class (low
w or high levvels of
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depression) basis. WCCN was alsso trialled on a per-file basis; the
trannsform matrix w
was trained usinng subfiles labeelled on a per-file
basiis.
4. EXPERIMEN
NTAL SET-UP
P
4.1.. Corpora
All experiments presented
p
usedd a subset of the Audio/Vissual
The
Emootion Challengee and Workshopp (AVEC) 20133 dataset [19]. T
full data set com
mprises 150 recordings, dividded into trainiing,
development and ttesting partitionns each of 50 files (recordinggs).
Eacch recording hhas an associatted Beck Deppression Inventtory
(BD
DI) score, a sellf-reported meaasure of depresssion, with cliniical
valiidity, which raates the severrity of cognitivve, affective and
a
som
matic symptomss, to give a pattient a score w
which reflects thheir
leveel of depressionn [20]. For an inn-depth descripttion of the corppus,
the reader is referreed to [10], [19].
The make-up of this corpus pprovides some unique
u
challengges.
Onee is large varietyy in terms of booth file length (ranging
(
from 5 to
27 m
minutes in lenggth) and speechh tasks (vocal eexercises, free and
a
readd speech taskss, noting that not all files iinclude all tassks)
conntained within each file. Thiis introduces a large degree of
phoonetic variabilitty within eachh file [10]. Speecifically inducced
channges in speakeer affect are allso present throoughout each file
[19]]; this could pootentially introdduce another soource of unwannted
variiation into our ssystem.
To form a ssuitable two-class classificattion data set for
prelliminary experiments (i.e. one in which diffeerences in acousstic
variiability betweenn each class are most clearly duue to the effectss of
depression), hereinn referred to aas the developm
ment classificattion
(DV
VC) partition, all files (tweenty files from
m twenty distiinct
speaakers) from thee development sset, with BDI scores between 0-9
(inddicating mild to non-existennt levels of depression),
d
w
were
seleected to form thhe ‘low’ class. A further twentyy files from tweenty
otheer speakers (ouut of 21 such fiiles available inn the developm
ment
set - the longest onne was left out tto balance the ttwo classes as bbest
as ppossible), with BDI greater thhan 19 (severe depression), were
w
seleected from the development
d
parrtition to form tthe high class.
4.2.. Experimentall Settings
Thee experimentall settings (unnless otherwisee stated) of the
classsification systeem were as folloows: the frame llevel features were
w
MFCCs extracted as per [10]. A baseline classsification accuraacy
wass found using K
KL-means superrvectors; the reeader is referredd to
[21]] for the extraction methodoloogy. All UBMs were trained w
with
10 iiterations of thee EM algorithm from the entiree training partitiion.
Thee entire AVEC ttraining set was also used to traain the T matrixx; ivecttors were thenn extracted foor the two-classs DVC partittion
desccribed in Section 4.1. The nuumber of UBM
M mixtures, MA
APadapptation iterations,  ܂matrrix dimensionnality and LD
DA
dim
mensionality werre set empirically using the traiining partition and
a
crosss-fold validatioon on DVC parttition.
LIBSVM withh a linear kerneel [22], and deefault user settinngs
werre used for alll Support Vecttor Machine (S
SVM) testing and
a
trainning. All traininng vectors weree normalized too a range of [0, 1],
andd test vectors w
were normalized by the sam
me factors as the
The choice of M
MFCCs as featuures was made for
trainning vectors. T
twoo reasons; firstlly MFCCs, in combination with
w
GMMs, haave
provved successful for low/high levels of deprression [14], [115].
Secondly the usee of MFCCs ensures that tthe feature space
mensionality is llow enough to allow UBMs to
t be trained suuch
dim
thatt these UBMss are represenntative of the acoustic/phoneetic
struucture of speechh.

44.3. Evaluation
n Method
A similar cross fold validation scheme to that presented in [10] was
uused to generatte the classificaation accuracy rresults. In this m
method
100 trials of 5--fold cross-validation are empployed, where in each
ttrial the DVC ppartition was raandomly split innto the 5 folds, which
w
were then used as the SVM traaining and test permutations. R
Results
aare reported in terms of averaage accuracy accross all trials ((where
eeach trial is the
t
average off the 5 folds of cross-validdation),
m
minimum and m
maximum accurracy from each set of trials as well
w as
tthe standard deeviation in eachh trial set. Classsification system
ms are
rreferred to eithher as ‘standarrd’, where a siingle supervecttor / ivvector is extraacted per file or ‘oversampleed’. When usinng the
ooversampling ttechnique multiiple scores weere generated pper file
((one per each supervector/i-veector) and the median
m
score waas used
tto generate one prediction per file.
5. R
RESULTS
55.1 Baseline Syystem Accuracyy
A
As in [10], an iinitial series of comprehensivee tests were run on the
D
DVC partition using an uncoompensated, KL-means
K
superrvector
ssystem. This syystem was chosen as our baseliine as it was thhe most
cconsistent perfoorming system in [10]. Resultts confirmed thaat KLm
means extracted from a 128 m
mixture GMM using 5 iteratiions of
M
MAP also gavee the best standaard system (onee supervector per file)
rresult (70.30%)) (Table 1). Ann oversampled uncompensateed KLm
means system ((multiple supervvectors per file)) gave an accurracy of
667.85%, with thhe subfiles extrracted from 60 second
s
segmentts with
a 10 second oveerlap (Table 1).
55.2 i-vector Claassification
T
To determine thhe suitability off the i-vector paaradigm for moddelling
ddepression, an exhaustive seriies of tests wass run on a standdard ivvector system (only one i-vecctor per file) too determine thee ideal
ddimensionality of ܂. None off these classificaation accuracies were
aable to better eiither KL-meanss baselines (stanndard or oversam
mpled)
aand the best accuracy (58.888%) was fouund for a  ܂matrix
ddimensionality of 100 (Table 11).
For the ovversampled systtem, we ran ann exhaustive seeries of
ttests to determiine the optimal parameters in tterms of window
w size,
ooverlap and  ܂matrix dimenssionality. Resuults indicated thhat the
bbest setting wass a 60 second w
window with a 10 second overrlap. A
ssample of these results is shoown in Figure 2. The best acccuracy
((74.85%) was aachieved with a  ܂dimensionaality of 200; thhis is a
rrelative improvvement of 6.5%
% and 10.3% over the single and
ooversampled K
KL-means baselines respectivelly (Table 1). P
Perhaps
m
more importanntly, oversamppling seems to allow relatively
ccompetitive i-vector systems too be developedd where a ‘standdard’ ivvector implemeentation providees close to chancce-level accuraccy.
Table 1: Stan
ndard and overrsampled classiification accurracies
generated usin
ng uncompensaated KL-meanss and i-vectors found
using thee DVC partitioon of the AVEC
C 2013 corpus.
Vector
KLmeans
i-vectors

Syystem
Sttandard
Ovversampled
Sttandard
Ovversampled

mean
70.30
67.85
58.45
74.85

min
57.500
55.000
45.000
60.000

max
80.00
77.50
72.50
85.00

vecttor system whhen comparedd with the suupervector systtem
sugggests that variattions in the i-veector space mayy be more robust to
phoonetic content and
a speaker chaaracteristics com
mpared with thhose
in tthe supervectorr space. Also, ggiven that this system makes no
attempt at speakerr normalisation and given thaat i-vectors featture
heavvily in state-oof-the-art speaaker recognitioon systems, it is
reassonable to inferr from Table 1 that
t
the use of the
t oversampledd ivecttor paradigm m
makes the depreession classificaation system m
more
robuust to phonetic vvariability.

Figure 2: Classiification accuraccy for different d
dimensions of T,
estiimated using the oversampled tecchnique, subfiless extracted from 60
secoond segments wiith a 10 second ovverlap, on the DV
VC partition of tthe
AVEC 20113 corpus.

5.3 Effect of Variaability Compen
nsation
While the i-vectorr representationn offers some innherent robustnness
ability, further variability
v
com
mpensation may be
to uundesired variab
carrried out in thee i-vector spacce, and the appplication of ttwo
metthods to the best performingg system from section 5.2 (2200
dim
mensional overssampled i-vecttor system w
with an estimaated
classsification acccuracy of 744.85%) was comprehensivvely
evalluated. Specificcally, the use oof LDA and WCCN
W
individuaally
andd LDA in combbination with W
WCCN in the i-vvector space were
w
explored. Further, WCCN was aapplied on a peer-depression cllass
basiis as well as a pper-speaker basiis (i.e., within sspeaker covariannce
norm
malisation). Alll results from thhese analyses (T
Table 2), howevver,
indiicate that thesee methods havve a negative iimpact on systtem
accuuracy. Moreoveer, their perform
mance was also lower than thatt of
the KL-means baseelines from Secction 5.1. Sectioon 5.4 attemptss to
shedd some light onn the reasons behhind this drop inn performance.
Table 2: Classsification accurracy for a rangge of different
vaariability comp
pensation techn
niques, using 2200-dimension iivectors extraccted via oversaampling, found
d on the DVC
parttition of the AV
VEC 2013 corp
pus.
L
LDA
dim

LD
DA only

No LDA
N
1
190
1
120
4
40

62..83
63..43
63..20

A+
LDA
WCC
CN(class)
64.533
66.188
65.455
64.055

LD
DA+
W
WCCN(speaker))
666.13
644.05
644.13
633.18

5.4 Visualisation oof the i-vector sspace
In addition to classification experiments, the t-Distribuuted
was
Stocchastic Neighbbour Embeddinng (t-SNE) tecchnique [23] w
empployed to visuualise the i-vecctor space befo
fore and after the
application of LD
DA and WCCN
N. The t-SNE technique alloows
visuualization of hiigh dimensionaal data in 2 or 3 dimensions by
attempting to presserve local strructure of the high dimensioonal
spacce in the low dim
mensional spacce [23].
The t-SNE plots
p
shown iin Figure 3, hhelp us gain an
undderstanding of why LDA andd WCCN havee such a negattive
imppact on i-vecttor system acccuracy. Figurre 3a shows an
uncompensated i-vvector space takken from one foold of a cross ffold

st.dev.
44.01
44.61
66.06
55.41

We specuulate that thee improvemennt when usinng the
ooversampled i-vvectors compareed with the stanndard system is due to
tthe increase in training samplees (despite somee redundancy) uused to
eestimate the  ܂matrix. 50 filles were used to train the sttandard
ssystem whilst 1505 subfiles were used for the  ܂matrix in the
ooversampled syystem. Further, the superior pperformance off the i-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figures 3: (a)) t-SNE plot of u
uncompensated i--vector system, ((b) LDA compensated i-vector syystem, and (c) WCCN (per speak
ker) compensated
d
i-veector system. Blaack points repressent low class, grrey high class. Teest samples are ccircled.

vvalidation test (test partitions for all folds w
were chosen ranndomly
aand of equal ssize). We specuulate that as thhe number of ddistinct
cclusters approxximately equals the number of speakers in thee DVC
ppartition, that each individual ccluster in the viisualisation reprresents
tthe oversampledd i-vectors from
m a single speakker.
LDA has thhe effect of sepparating the trainning samples innto two
ddistinct class groups very well (Figure 3b). Howeveer this
sseparation doees not appear to generalise to unseen sppeakers
((clusters correspponding to test samples depictted in the plots within
ccircles) and connsequently classification accurracy on these saamples
ssuffers. Furtherr, the test sampples still appeaar to be organiised in
sspeaker clusterrs and are welll separated frrom the two trraining
cclasses. We speeculate this couuld be due to eeffects of the speaker
s
iidentity that aare not successsfully mitigateed by the trannsform.
S
Similar results were seen for WCCN appliedd on a per-classs basis
((not shown heree).
The effectss of WCCN appplied on a per--speaker basis ((Figure
33c) are a reducction in the ‘leength’ of each speaker clusterr when
ccompared with Figure 3a but ddo not alter the gglobal structuree of the
ii-vector space and consequeently do not achieve any ‘useful
nnormalisation’. We speculate tthat WCCN on a per-speaker bbasis is
within each file. However, ass the irreducing phoneetic variability w
vvector represenntation itself apppears to do thiss to a large exteent and
aas within-speaaker covariancee normalisationn does not actually
iimprove resultss we speculatee that speaker identify is the major
cconfounding facctor.
55.5 Depression
n Scale Predictiion using i-vecttors
F
Finally, for trannsparency, we compare the prroposed system
ms with
tthose presentedd in [10] and baaseline corpus rresults [19], wee tested
bboth an oversam
mpled uncompeensated i-vectorr system as welll as an
ooversampled i-vvector WCCN ((per speaker) syystem for their ability
tto estimate deppression scale (i.e. regression as opposed to 22-class
cclassification) on two sets, the AVEC development annd test
ppartitions. All system accuracies are reportted in terms off Root
M
Mean Square Error
E
(RMSE).T
The reader is reeferred to [10] for the
ssetup of these teests.
Table 3: RM
MSE’s generated
d using the oveersampling metthod
comp
pared with systtem accuraciess from [10].
System
Baseline [1
19]
KL-means (standard) [10]
KL-means (oversampled+
+ NAP) [10]
i-vectors (ooversampled)
i-vectors (ooversampled WC
CCN speaker)

RMSE
Devel. Testt

10.75

14.112

9.00
8.94
10.34
10.13

10.117
13.334
11.337
11.558

On the development set, bboth i-vector systems beat the
challlenge baselinees, but were unable to beaat the KL-means
supeervector system
m. On the test set, the proposedd i-vector systeems
outpperformed the challenge baseline and the oversampled KL
meaans, NAP comppensated, supervvector system buut not the standdard
KL--means superveector system. Innterestingly, WC
CCN applied oon a
per--speaker basis lowers the RMSE as evaluated
e
on the
development set buut not on the teest set. It shouldd be noted that the
i-veector systems w
were set up and optimised
o
for a classification ttask
rathher than a regresssion task.
6. CONCLUSION
Speeaker variabilityy, phonetic conntent and interssession (recordding
setuup) variability have all previiously been shhown to introduuce
unw
wanted variabiility, to both depression cclassification and
a
preddiction system
ms [9], [10], [15]. This paaper presents an
oversampled extraaction techniquue for the i-vvector systems in
smaaller datasets. A
Apart from perm
mitting the deveelopment of useeful
i-veector systems inn this context, this techniquee was found to be
bettter suited to claassifying high and
a low levels of
o depression thhan
bothh an uncompennsated KL-meaans supervector system and the
stanndard i-vector ((one i-vector peer file) extractioon techniques. W
We
specculate that thiss is due to bothh the suitabilitty of i-vectors for
minnimizing the eff
ffects of unwannted variability in a classificattion
conntext given thee possibility off estimating reeasonable i-vecctor
paraameters via oveersampling.
Further attem
mpts to minimizze unwanted variability
v
throuugh
LDA
A and WCCN were unsuccessful. We specuulate that as in [9]
this is due to thee speaker variiability being stronger than the
variiability due to thhe effects of deepression. Visuaalisations basedd on
t-SN
NE support thhis speculationn. In addition to classificattion
systtems, results frrom the regression analysis sshow that i-vecctor
systtems could ouutperform the challenge baseeline and provvide
perfformance close to that of a com
mpetitive system
m operating on the
entiire AVEC data [[10].
Future work includes testinng the effects of a less naaïve
oversampling methhod. Given the rresult shown in the t-SNE plotss in
secttion 5.3, clusteer-based classiffication techniqques will also be
triallled.
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